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22nd December - 20th January
CONNECTIONS
COLOURS Dark colours, green, black, grey and indigo
PLANT Yew, ash, hemp and weeping willow
GEMSTONE Amethyst, Onyx, Obsidian and Black Diamond
METAL Lead
ANIMALS Dog, Elephant and Owl.
CAPRICORNS planet is Saturn, the Greek God of Time. Saturn is the ruler of structure
and discipline.
ELEMENTAL Influence for Capricorn is Earth. This character is unlike any other earth
sign in that they are more akin to solid ground rather than any particular landscape. They
are a universal foundation.
KEYWORDS - Realism & practicality, Planning & persistence, Status & quality, Authority
& discipline, Wealth & Investment, Loyalty & Wisdom, Love & marriage.
CAPRICORN is a feminine, cardinal earth sign. This is one of the most stable, reliable and
utterly dependable signs in the zodiac. They are able to overcome any problem that would
defeat someone else. CAPRICORNS tend to have a huge struggle within themselves that
is completely invisible from the outside. They are blessed and cursed with the ability to
have a clear perception of the real world.
CAPRICORN CHILD Looks very mature, has respect for authority, likes company of
adults, is self-contained and strong willed. Likes practical things, is fascinated by clocks
and time, is even temped and has an infallible memory.
HEALTH They have a reputation for living to a ripe old age. This is probably down to their
conservative approach to life and their connection to Saturn, the god of time.
CAPRICORNS suffer particularly from injuries and diseases effecting the knees, skin
disorders, chills, rheumatism, constipation, toothache and earache. BODY PARTS linked
to a Capricorn are: Teeth, throat, back, spine, skin & joints and knees.
LOVE Have a natural caution that can reach absurd levels when it comes to love. They
are wary about opening themselves up at the best of times, and when it comes to
something intimate they become even more guarded. CAPRICORNS tend to think long
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and hard before committing, use their charm to hide discomfort, can be very easily put off
by teasing (even when it is a joke). CAPRICORNS are the only sign that sees love and
sex as the same thing. They will become more comfortable with both as they grow older.
CAPRICORNS are typically compatible with Taurus, Virgo and Pisces
FAMOUS CAPRICORNS Annie Lennox, Mao Tse-Tung, Isaac Newton, Saint Joan of Arc,
Elvis Presley, Martin Luther King, Muhammad Ali and Stefan Edberg.

The wheel is complete - commenced in March 2009 and completed November 2009 - a nine month gestation. Each
zodiac signs sits within a repeating segment from which is sub divided (1.618) to show the sign illustration and it's
consolation below. All segments revolve around OM at the centre. Each sign illustration has spirals within it that
connects points of energy to the next in each direction. Now that it is finally completed the 12 are in place around 1 and
all consolations are joined in the space. Each individual star segment is a painting in its own right, ink on water colour
paper with the illustration drawn in white pastel. Check out your own star sign painting - high quality unframed or framed
greeting cards prints available at www.ourpsychicart.com to purchase.
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